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Tap your feet

Christmas

RDPS

GLH

72.72.20171 40 minutes

r(A-E)
Intra Class Activities File

OBJECTIVES:

. To make learners understand the importance of music and dance in our daily lives,

. To enhance physical fitness of the learners and coordrnate the body movements with music.

. To develop confidence and courageousness among the learners for stage performance.

. To make them aware about the importance of festivals.
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| "Dancing is like dreaming with your feet."
I n= Christmas is approaching an activity'Tap Your Feet'on the theme Christmas was conducted for the

Ij learners of class I, this activity provided a platform to the learners to showcase their dancing skills. In the

II prelrmrnary round, learners performed on the tracks related to Christmas in the respective classrooms,
I

I Learners gave their best and it was difficult to select best five performances from each class. The finai round
I

I was conducted in which best five dancers from each section participated and showcased their dancing skills
I

I in CLH, out of which best five were awarded, They used variety of props like Christmas trees, stars, Santa
t_

iOClurr, red and white balloons, etc. to exhibit their talent and put up wonderful dance performances. All thet-
learners seemed to be totally engrossed in putting their best foot forward in showing their dancing skills.

This activity helped in developing their confidence and courageousness in trying something unlque. The

participants were judged on the basis of confidence, courageousness, curiosity and culture. It made all the

learners feel happy and fresh and enabled them to perform basic iocomotive skills and axial movements.

Learners excessively enjoyed the activity. The dance performances by the learners further added the zest of

celebrations and merry maklng. Overall, the activity helped in enhancing the aesthetic and physical skills of
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